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Candida Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Conquering an Invisible Disease You may be among the many suffering

systemic ill health Ã¢â‚¬â€œ exhaustion, digestive issues, brain fog and other symptoms Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

due to a condition doctors refuse to diagnose. Stop suffering in silence! Do you have a mystery

illness that neither allopathic nor alternative treatments are able to cure?  Have you had a vaginal

yeast infection or intestinal candida for years? Decades? Find out why in these pages! Do you want

to fully understand and completely eradicate your own serious candida problem? Discover the truth

about how a candida infection really works and get a clearly defined strategy Ã¢â‚¬â€œ verified by

research Ã¢â‚¬â€œ that will quickly eradicate systemic candida and all its symptoms.  Do you want

to know why doctorsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ treatments rarely work against serious candida problems? And one

final question. Do you want to be truly healthy? If so, this is the comprehensive anti-candida strategy

that can resolve all your candida-related health problems.  Anti-Candida and Anti-Pathogen

Protocols Anti-Biofilm Protocols Alkalizing Protocols Essential Body Detox Liver and Kidney Support

Vitamin and Mineral Support The Anti-Candida Diet (The Health Defense Diet)  This proven

anti-candida regimen is fully detailed, with Example Daily Protocol Schedules included to help the

candida sufferer defeat their own difficult candida fungal problems. Return to a state of health, and

feel like yourself again!
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The book is published by EarthClinic, a great site for all health issues. You have to willing to sit



there and READ, sometimes for hours, to find what you may need to know. I have studied nutrition

for many years after a family member became quite ill and allopathic medicine was unable to help.

After years of being healthier I sort of fell off the wagon, was under much stress with moving,

remodeling, retiring, then new job . . a recipe for health problems to come up :-) And my usual

juicing, eat better regimen didn't take care of the problems. I realized (symptoms for years, just got

worse) that I have a serious candida problem. I tried many regimens, and this time nothing was

"working." I started reading about turpentine, borax, etc. on EarthClinic, but it was hard to get a

handle on ideas (as one  reviewer said, "drink turpentine???") that I was unfamiliar with. I read, and

read, and read some more, and started seeing these ideas on other websites (Dr. J. Daniels for

one). When I read the mechanism (dissolves the biofilm and chitin skeleton) I thought, of COURSE,

this is a great solution. So. . for clarification I bought the book, and read it quickly. I have read many

candida books over the years, and Bill Thompson's book is easy to understand, he explains all

aspects of the protocol very well. Details every supplement, why to use it, possible alternatives. He

explains his own personal history, and mentions that he sells nothing, and will only profit from sales

of his book. I am a biologist and have had organic and biochem, etc, so I understand and agree that

this protocol is excellent. EarthClinic.com has many stories of success about it, it just takes quite a

lot of reading to find the gems. I'm going to get the few remaining supplements I don't have and start

next week. I will update in a few weeks.

This is the book I have been searching for, for years! I knew that Candida was pleomorphic, and

tried to address that in my many efforts to eradicate this wily enemy, but NOW i have the missing

piece of the puzzle! BIOFILMS. Instead of struggling for months to gain a semblance of health,

spending a LOT of money on fighting this pathogen, when it gains mastery over my health, I now

have an actual PROTOCOL to follow. I have had this issue for scores of years, but only in recent

years have I come to understand what has been my underlying problem, candida. Unfortunately,

doctors have disdain for this idea that candida causes a multitude of symptoms and dumps many

toxins in your body, but I'm glad I trusted myself. BE YOUR OWN HEALTH ADVOCATE.

I've read a handful of books on candida and this one by far is the most thorough when it comes to

effective healing remedies. The author offers affordable ways to battle this horrible disease. And no,

he does not force anyone to drink turpentine, it is merely an option which he explains in detail.

Thank you, Mr. Thompson for writing this book. I highly recommend this book to anyone suffering

from candidiasis or a chronic immune disease.



I have had systemic candida for 1.5 years. Did diet only with an anti fungal chinese herbs prior and

it returned. The candida killers in the protocol with the detox agents are the ticket so do not despair -

take a good read of this book and see what you think. The protocol is a bit complicated at first but

totally doable and incredibly efficient. I am about 10 weeks into this and amazing results. I will

update when I complete the full 6 months as suggested by book.

This book is the answer I have been looking for for years and years! I have suffered from

fungus/yeast issues for maybe 20 years. Allopathic doctors have not helped. Finally someone who

actually knows what systemic yeast is, and how to treat it! He explains in detail what yeast is,

explains biofilms, where the yeast lives, how it lives, how to kill it permanently, and also includes

information on parasites, as the two go hand in hand. I now understand why my doctor told me that

systemic yeast is a precursor to cancer. There is detailed information on what companion nutrients

one needs to take as well... And these natural treatments are not expensive! I have started the

protocols very slowly and have already seen positive results. I am very grateful to Bill Thomson for

sharing this wealth of life-saving information with the world. I now know there is hope to cure this

terrible dis-ease. I feel enthusiastic about the future, because I know I will overcome this horrible

disease. Thank you! I am very grateful.... I also discovered Diatomaceous Earth as I researched the

information in this book. I am taking this along with iodine, companion nutrients, alkalizing protocols,

gymnema sylvestre, and have expelled some unpleasant-looking things in the toilet, but feel so

much better. The iodine is helping with the serious congestion I always have. I also do fresh juices

and coffee enemas, which detox the liver and clean out parasites and yeasts and help with detox.
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